Effective Leaders Are Self-Aware
By: Bob Cancalosi  Videos: 3 Minutes

Everyone has habits or quirks of which they aren't aware. Bob Cancalosi illustrates an experience that helped him realize the value and necessity of being self-aware if you want to be a strong leader.

Pride of Developing Others
By: Terri Kelly  Skillsoft Ireland Limited  Videos: 2 Minutes

Nothing is more rewarding than supporting the development of others.

Bullying by Leaders
By: Joel Haber  Videos: 3 Minutes

Gossip is a recurrent, powerful, damaging type of bullying.

Inspiration is Foundational to Leadership
By: Bob Chapman  Skillsoft Ireland Limited  Videos: 2 Minutes

Inspiration is allowing people to be validated for their worth. Inspiration is sharing a vision of what we do, why we do it, where we’re going, and how their role fits that value proposition, no matter what they do. Inspiration is telling people that what they do matters.

Managing Performance: Three Areas of Focus
By: Jason Jeffay  Skillsoft Ireland Limited  Videos: 3 Minutes

Jason Jeffay details three areas of focus for managing performance.

Emerging Generations Have New Expectations of Leadership
By: Pia Lee  Videos: 5 Minutes

Intergenerational tensions provide new opportunities for leadership.